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“All work and no play makes Jack a dull boy”, as the saying goes, there are various cultural
programs organized and conducted by AMC Engineering College. Our college conducts intercollegiate fest “Melange and intra departmental fest “Colosseum” which provides the platform
for the students to exhibit their talent in various activities apart from studies.
Inter-departmental fest were conducted in various departments in the month of March
and April 2014, which involved both technical and non-technical activities such as quiz, debate,

singing, dancing.

Inter Department- Fest Group Dance

Woman is the symbol of power, peace and dignity. She is the creator and plays a key role
in everyone’s life. To pay tribute to the wonderful women in our lives, International Women's
Day has been observed since in the early 1900's. On March 8th, various entertaining events and
fun filled games were organized in celebration of respect, appreciation and love towards women.
All lady faculties deviating from their usual routine of teaching task showcased their inherent
talents and made it a very colorful day indeed.
Being professional through academics is just one of the important aspects in life. But being
professional towards the welfare of the nation or the motherland is yet a mandatory aspect which
has to be followed by each individual. With this vision in mind, AMC Engineering College
witnessed a symposium on “The Internal Security Of India And The Role Of Youngsters” on the
9th of August 2014. This talk was organized by an organization called MANTHANA in coordination with the cultural committee of our college. The talk was carried forward by an
eminent advocate Sri. V.S Hegde in our college premises. Many aspects on the internal security
such as the military security, political, food and economic security of India were highlighted. All
the students and faculties equally participated in the discussion and emphasized on terrorism,
external or home grown and the left-wing extremism. Also the speaker made an honest effort in
attempting to the different queries initiated by the audience. By the end of this efficient two hours
of symposium, the whole audience had a drastic change towards the positive aspect of the
welfare of the nation and took an oath to be the building blocks of future INDIA.

DEBATE ON EUTHANASIA- INTENTIONAL KILLING
Debate is one of the academic activities that gives students, creative room to express what they
feel. The length and breadth of knowledge that they gain through this, is simply unparalleled.
For this very reason, the debate club of AMC Engineering college organized a debate on the topic,

Euthanasia- Intentional Killing on August 27th,2014. The competition was judged by a dynamic
personality, Dr. Ramachandra. It was very evident that the teams were well prepared. They used
various skills like overstatement, definition, irony etc., to convince the audience and the judge.
The participants, armed with statistics and data, made their arguments more emphatic with their
righteous facial expressions and gestures. All the participants exhibited great oratorical skills in
the first round, which gave them the opportunity to convince, as to why they are for or against
the topic. The second round was laced with more nail biting moments and an intense face off .
Finally the judge gave his piece of verdict. Through this competition, not just the participants,
but even the audience and all others present, gained a lot of information regarding the topic to
be put in their bank of knowledge.

TEACHERS' DAY 2014
Teachers! The ones who play a major role in every students life. The ones, who become a constant
guiding source to every student. While the teachers did their job unfailingly, the students of
AMC Engineering college didn't step back to organise a special event on the occasion of teachers'
day in the collage seminal hall. All the teachers enjoyed to some fun, entertaining games which
surely made them feel rejuvenated and gave them the glimpse of their throwback. While the fun
and entertainment was on the go, the students expressed their thoughts and emotions to their
beloved teachers. All in all, TEACHERS' DAY 2014 was a memorable day in the chapters of AMC
Engineering college.
The colorful annual cultural event COLOSSEUM-2014 was held on 26th and 27th of September.
Students with active participation made this a great success which was marked in the lane of
history. This event was a total transformation from academics which made students and lecturers

to show off their various talents in the cultural and field events. It was a two day extravaganza
where all the off-stage and field events like Singing, Rangoli, Amazing Race of AMC, Nail Art,
Cooking without Fire, Cricket, Kabaddi, Volley Ball took place on the first day and the most
awaited main stage events like Solo and Group Dance, Mr. and Ms. AMC (only for freshers),
Mad Ads and Fashion Show were conducted on the second day. All the people in the campus
were extremely keen to know the Mr. and Ms. AMC which was witnessed even by the tiniest
particles present there.
This historical event was given a divine and a royal triggering by our beloved principal, Dr. T.N.
Sreenivasa and the principal of the management college, Dr P. Srinivasa Rao. The inauguration
was followed by a mouth smacking lunch provided by a number of food courts which were
tented in the campus. Finally the fest was closed with the fashion show and everyone went back
with the maximum energy and positive vibes that could sustain in them until the next
COLOSSEUM!!!

Ethnic Day 2014
Tradition and ethnicity is the heritage of Indian culture. Our outfits symbolize our
culture. Exhibiting the rich history of Indian culture, one of the traditional event – “Ethnic day”
was organized. This provided a platform for both faculty and the student fraternity to represent
their state’s traditional costume. It was celebrated on 11th of October 2014 with the conduction
of a ramp show along with other entertaining activities which was indeed a colorful day at AMC.
Davana 2014-the 14th annual VTU youth festival was organised at Bapuji Institute of
Engineering and Technology, Davangere from 26th February to 1st March.
The students participated with great enthusiasm and did their best to bring laurels to our college.

Davana 2014- The 14th VTU fest

